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Introduction
UK inflation slowed to 2.5% in March, easing pressure on
the Bank of England to raise interest rates in May. The
decline suggests the inflationary effect of the weaker
pound after the Brexit vote is losing its influence on
markets faster than anticipated.
The Signature Group views the fall in inflation as
welcome news for all of us in terms of the daily cost
of doing business, although interest rates remaining
stagnant in May means investors will see tighter profit
margins in traditional asset classes.
It is worth highlighting the fact that investors in
Signature’s portfolio are always ensured returns that are
several percentage points higher than other investments
with a similar low-risk profile.
In terms of our brand’s progress in April, we have seen
some very exciting developments taking place that
continue to fuel our expansion in the UK. Although
uncertainty may prevail in wider financial markets, we
are exceptionally confident in our unique business
model that is increasingly being recognised by the hotel
industry and also the British media.
In this April 2018 update, we share with you our latest
achievements that will ultimately ensure your investment
capital will earn exceptional profits as the Signature
brand continues to grow in 2018.
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Signature’s 30 James
Street Hotel Named
“Best in Britain” by
Travel Republic
The Signature team was delighted to hear that
our Titanic-themed 30 James Street hotel was
recently named the best in the UK by consumer
website Travel Republic. What makes this award
even more important to us is the fact that votes
were cast by guests themselves rather than a
panel of judges.
The Travel Republic Hotel Awards 2018 are
based on the consumer site’s customer reviews
and ratings and Signature Living’s 30 James
Street Hotel came top in the UK after achieving
an average customer score of a very healthy 9.3
out of 10.
The 30 James Street hotel in Liverpool’s city
centre is the former headquarters of RMS
Titanic’s operator, White Star Line and its
historic story is told through subtle design
accents and carefully placed memorabilia to
provide a truly unique guest experience.
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Award Confirms
Kenwright’s Belief in the
PR Value of Smartphones
Lawrence has long-held the belief that the best way of spreading
the word about his hotels lies literally in the palms of his many
thousands of guests’ hands. When entering any one of Signature’s
hotels, visitors are greeted with décor that takes them on a
journey through the history of the building. Plush suites and
glamorous event spaces create a wow factor in every corner and
guests are compelled to capture their experiences in pictures
which are immediately posted in volume across all social media
networks.
30 James Street is testament to how this clever ‘mechanism’
works to achieve maximum brand awareness and recognition and
goes to show us that we are on the right path by rolling out this
successful formula in our expansion. However, it is important not
to underestimate the level of service provided by our hotel staff
as this is the main factor that elevated 30 James Street to be
named the best in the country, above even the most established
luxury hotels in London.
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Award Boosts Signature’s Profile
within the Global Hospitality Arena
Hotels across the world in 20 popular holiday destinations were given Travel Republic awards for
delivering exceptional levels of service and world-class facilities. Hotels like Signature Living’s 30 James
Street achieved the highest customer review score in their region and were crowned ‘best of the best’ by
British and Irish holidaymakers.
Referring to the award-winners, Travel Republic said: ‘This collection of remarkable hotels left an extra
special impression on UK and Ireland customers to achieve the most positive reviews in 2017.’
Travel Republic managing director, Ian Simmonds, said: “We know the importance of genuine reviews to
our customers, especially when making a hotel selection. It instills confidence and provides reassurance
that they are making the right choice. This is why we have continued with the Travel Republic Hotel
Awards, to promote the hotels that provide outstanding service and are highly rated by our customers.”
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Profits Paid on 30 James Street
Investment Ahead of Maturity Date
Many of our investors will be aware of how our first

This is the main reason we devised the Secure

opportunity in 30 James Street will close ahead of

Partnership Investment (SPI) as it allows us to raise

schedule to pay-back those invested with profits.

capital for the 12-24 months we need to deliver a

This gave us a clear indication of how our operation

building from dereliction to completion. That said,

is best funded on a short-term basis to allow us to

there remain alternative routes for investment in the

continue our asset acquisition, development and

Signature brand, which we will talk about in more

launch strategy much faster than would otherwise be

detail later in this update.

possible.

OTHER SPI OPPORTUNITIES
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Lawrence Kenwright Announces
Signature Works Mentoring
Programme
The Signature brand is fast becoming the

Bling Building in Liverpool.

most recognised in the UK, with an expansion

Those attending this coming Friday will

programme that is turning heads throughout

have the chance to register their names in

the commercial real estate sector. Part of the

a fantastic new opportunity: The Signature

Group operation is Signature Works, a flexible

Works Mentoring Programme.

office provider that allows members to

Lawrence Kenwright has been at Signature’s

collaborate and connect with others without

helm since he founded the business in

the need for long-term lease agreements.

2008, and in the following years has risen

Signature Works members have been allowed

to become one of Britain’s most successful

exclusive access to the Group’s senior

entrepreneurs. Now, he is looking for three

management team, with events providing

apprentices to join him in his Signature

valuable insights on the inner workings of

Works Mentoring Programme where over

a high-profile brand. Lawrence Kenwright

a three-month period, selected candidates

himself has hosted a number of “Up Close

will shadow the brand’s chairman for three

and Personal” events, the next of which

months, learning how he runs his business

is scheduled for 27th April at 8.30am in

and gaining valuable insights into winning at

Signature Works’ trendy offices at the Bling

work.
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Mentoring
Programme Builds
on Huge Success
of Signature Works
Flexible Offices
Signature Works in Liverpool will be the hub from
which the mentoring scheme will operate. The three
appointed apprentices will have unprecedented
access to Lawrence and his senior management
team to hone their existing business or potential
business ideas.
Speaking of the scheme Mr Kenwright said “I want
to give every small business in Liverpool a boost
and this is the start of a long term commitment by
Signature Works”.
Passing on his knowledge and experience is only
one way Kenwright and Signature Living are helping
the small and fledgling business community of
Liverpool. The company recently announced that all
its new supplier agreements and contracts, worth an
estimated £100m every year, would first be awarded
to Signature Works members.
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Extra-Strong
Fundamentals Show
Strength in Numbers:
• The 2015/2016 financial year saw gross
profits of £5.9m, a whopping increase of
262% on the previous year
• In 2016/2017 that number rose to £13.05m,
representing further growth of 224%
•

2017/2018 is on track to hit in excess of
£34m, which is truly exponential growth
(again) of 265%

• In 2017 Signature’s bricks and mortar asset
value reached £101,585,000 with GDV fast
approaching £450m
• The latest balance sheet shows the Signature
Group has equity NET of liabilities of a very
healthy £61m

FIND OUT MORE

Lawrence Kenwright on Quest
to Remove Dereliction from
Streets of Liverpool
Our Chairman is known for regularly engaging with friends,
guests and business associates on social media, Facebook in
particular. It was this platform he chose to launch a campaign
to gather public support for Signature’s planned acquisition
of the former Everton Library building which has fallen into
dereliction after years of neglect.
Lawrence posted: “Everton Library will be turned from
dereliction to a community centre, a beacon on the hill for
our youth to come from the streets through to apprenticeships,
gaining the skills needed at our centre of excellence to get
decent jobs and career prospects.”
The building was designed by Thomas Shelmerdine and was
one of the earliest public libraries in Liverpool. Located on the
top of Everton Brow, one of the highest points in the City of
Liverpool, the former Everton Library building has historical
references going back to the English Civil War and possibly
beyond to the 13th century.
Everton Library represents the perfect opportunity for the
Signature brand to roll out its formula of restoring heritage
buildings to give them new purpose and meaning in a modern
day context. By garnering support via his personal Facebook
page, Lawrence Kenwright will ensure this historic building is
restored empathetically so as to benefit the local community.
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Signature Digital
Billboards
Digital billboards are high-impact advertising
at its best and yet they are still relatively few
and far between in the UK. We’re taking
advantage of this unparalleled form of
advertising with a view to maximizing ROI
by allowing multiple firms and businesses
to use the space on the billboards we own.
Our billboards are strategically located
for maximum visibility, offering advertisers
premium promotional space at a reduced cost
to traditional methods.
INVESTMENT
Asset Class

Commercial

Features

Developer
Guarantee

ROI (upto)

15%

Entry Level £$€

15,000

Investment Term

2 Year
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Signature Park
This is an exceptional opportunity to
buy into a busy car park in a fantastic
central city location in Liverpool.
Located beneath Signature’s Shankly
Hotel, the car park provides vital
spaces for the many thousands
of visitors to the city arriving for
shopping or business. There is a
distinct shortage of good quality
parking in Liverpool’s city centre
that doesn’t involve queuing for
long periods of time waiting for
an overpriced space. This is a new
amenity for the city that will meet
rising demand within a short space of
time.
INVESTMENT
Asset Class

Commercial

Features

ROIs Paid
Up Front +
Developer
Guarantee

ROI (upto)

15%

Entry Level £$€

15,000

Investment Term

1 Year

Signature Mill
Signature Mill is a prominent sixstorey former textile mill boasting
a Heritage England listing. The
development comprises of 10 one
bedroom apartments and 70 twobedroom apartments all finished
to an extremely high specification.
Spacious modern fitted kitchens
and living areas, large state of
the art bathrooms and the added
benefit of high speed broadband
and 24-hour concierge service
affords residents of Signature Mill a
fabulous lifestyle.

INVESTMENT
Asset Class

Commercial

Features

Developer
Guarantee

ROI (upto)

15%

Entry Level £$€

15,000

Investment Term

1 Year

REGISTER YOUR INTEREST

The George Best
Hotel
The George Best Hotel is a Grade B1
listed building in Belfast that Signature
is carefully renovating and transforming
into a stunning luxury hotel dedicated
to the memory of one of football’s
greatest heroes. With its central
location overlooking Belfast City Hall,
this imposing building lends itself
perfectly as a living memorial to the
late, great George Best and its interiors
will include elegant and tasteful
themes throughout in homage to his
name. The George Best Hotel is set to
become Belfast’s grandest hotels and
there remains just a few opportunities
for investors to get involved in this
high-value opportunity.
INVESTMENT
Asset Class

Commercial

Features

Developer
Guarantee

ROI (upto)

10%

Entry Level £$€

25,000

Investment Term

9 Month

REGISTER YOUR INTEREST

Alma de Cuba
Alma de Cuba, Liverpool’s most spectacular restaurant, bar and events
space, an independent spirit that
leaves a lasting impression. Set inside
the magnificent conversion of the former St. Peters Catholic Church, Alma
de Cuba has an eclectic mix of Cuban,
Hispanic, and Latin American influences that are enhanced with Liverpool’s
great spirit.
Until its closure in 1978, St. Peter’s was
the oldest surviving Catholic Church
in Liverpool. After a period of disuse,
the building was taken over by Urban
Splash and is now the internationally
acclaimed ultra-stylish restaurant and
bar, Alma de Cuba.

INVESTMENT
Asset Class

Commercial

Features

ROIs Paid
Up Front +
Developer
Guarantee

ROI (upto)

15%

Entry Level £$€

15,000

Investment Term

12 Months

REGISTER YOUR INTEREST

Hotel Unit

The George Best
Hotel
Asset details as above, key features
as follows:
• 15 Units Left - From £78,400 £283,200
• 10 Year Maximum Term
• 8% NET for Years 1-3
• 9% NET for Year 4
• 10% NET for Years 5-10
• Call & Put Options available from
Year 3 onwards
• Capital Uplift at Year 3 of 106%
• Capital Uplift at Year 4 of 108%
• Capital Uplift at Year 5 of 110%
• Capital Uplift in Years 6-10 of 112%
(Cap)
• Title Deed of Ownership registered
in the HM Land Registry
• NO STAMP DUTY on any units under
£150k
• Grade B1 Listed Building
• City Centre Location
• Supported by the Best Family and
the Belfast City Council

REGISTER YOUR INTEREST

Residential Unit

Kingsway House
Kingsway House is a former office building soon to
be transformed into a luxury residential development.
Located in the heart of Liverpool city centre, it will
comprise of 130 one and two-bed apartments with
onsite parking available.
Situated in the popular residential area of Hatton
Garden, this development will follow Signature
Living’s highly successful residential developments
featuring state of the art facilities and stylish interiors
throughout along with a full concierge service for the
residents.
This key location is surrounded by excellent local
amenities and transport links with the cities top
universities and business districts right on your
doorstep.

KEY INVESTMENT FEATURES
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

46 Units Available
Studios, 1 and 2 Bedroom Apartments
Prices from £104,676 - £211,950
Buy to Let Apartments
250 Year Leasehold Ownership
Title Deed of Ownership registered at the HM
Land Registry
Completion Q1 2019
Parking Available from £13,500
City Centre Location
Multiple Asset Classes - Signature Works &
Residential

REGISTER YOUR INTEREST

Residential Unit

Bankfield Park
Bankfield Park is a residential
development in the popular Liverpool
suburb of West Derby. The former City of
Liverpool College site will be transformed
into 100 luxury one and two-bed
apartments.
The leafy suburb is perfectly located to
Liverpool’s Newsham Park with top floors
enjoying beautiful panoramic views of
Liverpool’s famous Anfield stadium. The
area is popular with professionals and
offers excellent links to Liverpool’s city
centre and surrounding suburbs.
The apartments will feature a secure car
park, intercom systems and concierge
service.
KEY INVESTMENT FEATURES
Key investment features:
• 83 Units Available
• 1 & 2 Bedroom Apartments
• Prices from £84,450 - £149,950
• Buy to Let Apartments
• 250 Year Leasehold Ownership
• Title Deed of Ownership registered at
the HM Land Registry
• Refurbishment of a Former College

REGISTER YOUR INTEREST

Get in touch today
to learn more
Contact our sales team today on 0151 558 0071
or email info@signaturecapital.co.uk
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